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The Natural First Aid Handbook
Learn how to improve your health and wellness with the healing magic of cannabis, CBD and medicinal mushrooms. When
health coach and wellness blogger Jenny Sansouci learned that her father was diagnosed with stage 4 pancreatic cancer,
her extensive knowledge of the latest alternative therapies was put to the test. Jenny dove into the world of cannabis and
mushrooms and their medicinal properties - and she and her dad are now outspoken champions of the healing power of
these plants and fungi - not only to tame the side effects of chemotherapy, but to address everyday wellness concerns. The
Rebel's Apothecary is the result of her heartfelt and rigorous quest -- a science-based and supportive guide that will
enhance the lives of anyone living with pain, anxiety, depression, a weakened immune system, insomnia, and more.
Complete with background information, dosing instructions, and everyday recipes, this is the essential handbook for
harnessing the ancient healing powers of cannabis and mushrooms --safely, without confusion, fear, or an unwanted high.
In addition to debunking myths and de-stigmatizing these powerful healing plants and fungi, The Rebel's Apothecary
presents: * Specific protocols and dosage guides for wellness uses (mood, sleep, immunity, focus, energy) and managing
common chemotherapy side effects * Everyday wellness routines * Recipes for delicious, easy, health-enhancing cannabis
and mushroom infused smoothies, coffee drinks, teas, elixirs, gummies, and broths - including recipes from chefs and
wellness experts like Dr. Andrew Weil, Kris Carr, Seamus Mullen, Marco Canora and more * The latest research on CBD,
THC, medicinal mushrooms and psilocybin * Tips for creating a cutting-edge home apothecary of your own

The Field Guide to Dumb Birds of North America
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In the 1930s, Billy and his family come to Hidalgo County, New Mexico, where he becomes obsessed with a wild wolf that
lives a precarious existence threatened by the region's ranchers.

The Apothecary
Create delicious mocktails and low-sugar cocktails, using home-grown and foraged ingredients. Includes a foreword by
Jekka McVicar. Award-winning cocktail-maker and gardener Lottie Muir brings you another selection of wonderfully wild and
flavourful concoctions from her pop-up bar, The Midnight Apothecary. For this new repertoire of drinks, Lottie set herself a
threefold challenge: to achieve the same amount of pleasure and balance that refined sugar provides in the taste and
mouth-feel of a cocktail, to create new aromatic and bitter-forward drinks, and to make delicious new mocktails for those
who want to consume no, or less, alcohol. Lottie has created delicious infusions, cordials, sodas, shrubs, bitters, teas and
tonics that can be mixed alcohol free as mocktails – try out the Cherry Blossom and Flowering Currant Cordial, the Thyme
and Licorice Syrup, or the Iced Spring Tonic Tea – or added to your favourite spirits to create a magical take on old-time
classics, such as the Wild Negroni or the Windfall Punch. There is the perfect drink for any time of the year and whatever
your mood, so whether it is Dry January mocktails that you need, no-added-sugar fun, or the restorative powers of an
indulgent cocktail, Lottie’s plant-powered potions hit the right spot.

Mountain States Foraging
“An informative, user-friendly guide, Healing Herbal Infusions is brimming with great remedies, recipes and wise herbal
advice.” —Rosemary Gladstar Easy, All-Natural Remedies for Life’s Aches and Pains Treat ailments the natural way with
organic health remedies made from herbs found in your own garden, yard or neighborhood, without resorting to risky
medications or prescriptions. These herbal infusions are incredibly easy to make—all you have to do is infuse fresh or dried
herbs in a liquid to draw out the healing properties, and you get an amazing homemade remedy that will truly work for you
and your family. Make your own herbal treatments for common cold and flu symptoms, such as Fever-Reducing Tea, Pine
Needle Cough Syrup, and Sage, Marshmallow & Ginger Sore Throat Tea. Ease muscle and body aches with Arnica Salve for
Sprains & Bruises and Basil, Thyme & Oregano Tea for Chronic Pain, and soothe digestion with Prebiotic Honey Electuary
and Herbal Vinegar Infusion for Heartburn. Nourish your skin, lips, hair and, most importantly, your inner well-being with
infusions such as Healing Flower-Whipped Body Butter, Relaxing Herbal Face Steam and De-Stress Tea. Save money and
avoid harsh chemicals by infusing your own cures for burns, cuts, scrapes, dry skin, flaky scalp and even a baby’s diaper
rash, plus so much more! Each recipe features helpful info, safety tips and dosage recommendations for adults and
children. With 75 homemade treatments, this book is the go-to modern resource to support your entire family’s wellness
the all-natural way. Learn more at: www.growforagecookferment.com/healing-herbal-infusions
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Herbal Remedies Made Simple
Simple Gatherings
In this Storey BASICS® guide, best-selling author and master herbalist Rosemary Gladstar shows you how to use 56
common herbs to safely address a wide range of everyday ailments. Covering everything from burns, wounds, and bruises
to headaches, congestion, and insomnia, Gladstar offers dozens of easy-to-make recipes for herbal remedies that will
soothe your woes without the harsh ingredients found in commercial pharmaceuticals. Keep your family happy, healthy,
and safe with the natural healing power of herbs.

The Handmade Apothecary
Garden Alchemy is a hands-on guide for do-it-yourself gardeners who want to turn their garden into gold using natural
recipes and herbal concoctions (while saving both time and money!). This gardening recipe and project book is packed with
over 80 ideas to naturally beautify your garden, using organic methods that regenerate your soil and revitalize your plants.
By following the processes that are closest to nature, it brings the gardener in sync with the garden, allowing plants to
thrive with less effort and less cost. Recipes for mixing your own potting soils and homemadeorganic fertilizers give you the
freedom to choose what ingredients make their way into your garden. Step-by-step instructions for building a compost pile,
concocting soil tests, and constructing inexpensive DIY seed-starting equipment are accompanied by gorgeous, full-color,
step-by-step photography. You'll also find recipes for natural pest deterrents and traps, garden teas, and growth-boosting
foliar sprays to help your garden grow strong all season long. Garden Alchemy starts with home experiments to help you
get to know your soil and customize recipes for your individual needs. The rest of the chapters share how to decipher and
combine natural ingredients to make the best quality amendments and elixirs. Detailed descriptions of earth-based
materials demystify common ingredients, such as mycorrhizae, biochar, and greensand, and help you learn how to fix
common garden problems with minimal effort. The simple method of making use of what you have available supports
plants better than brand-name products. Dozens of recipes and projects include: Homemade seed bombs, disks, and tapes
Granular and liquid natural fertilizer recipes DIY rooting hormone Herbal anti-fungal spray Plant propagation instructions
Soil care recipes to adjust the pH and manage fertility 13 specialty potting mixes 7 clever traps for common garden pests
Written by Stephanie Rose, the creative gardener, permaculturist, and herbalist behind the popular website Garden
Therapy, this fun and beautifully illustrated book is packed with great ideas and inspiration for DIY gardeners who want to
embrace their creativity and have more control of the garden's care.
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Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary
Two years have passed since Janie Scott last saw Benjamin Burrows, the mysterious apothecary’s defiant son who stole her
heart. On the other side of the world, Benjamin and his father are treating the sick and wounded in the war-torn jungles of
Vietnam. But Benjamin has also been experimenting with a magical new formula that allows him to communicate with Janie
across the globe. When Benjamin discovers that she's in trouble, he calls on their friend Pip for help. The three friends are
thrown into a desperate chase around the world to find one another, while unraveling the mystery of what threatens them
all. Acclaimed author Maile Meloy seamlessly weaves together magic and adventure in this breathtaking sequel with
stunning illustrations by Ian Schoenherr.

Taste of Herbs
Learn which vegetable oils, herbs, floral waters, essential oils, plant-based emulsifiers, and natural preservatives to use,
how to pack and label your own beauty products, and how to store them safely.

Be Your Own Herbalist
This complete guide will get you growing, harvesting, using, and healing with herbs — the world’s oldest and most effective
natural medicines. Popular health writer Dr. Michelle Schoffro Cook profiles thirty-one common and easy-to-grow (or readily
available) herbs, sharing scientific discoveries about their usefulness and offering more than one hundred easy ways to use
them in delicious recipes, healing teas, and soothing body treatments. You’ll discover ways to delight body and mind as you
incorporate Mother Nature’s medicines into daily life, where they nurture and protect.

Wild Mocktails and Healthy Cocktails
With the resurgence of small-batch, locally crafted boutiques and brands that mimic heritage brand ideals, todayâ€™s
consumers are looking for a product with an emphasis on locally sourced production and ingredients. They are already
stocking their pantries and fridges with natural, whole foods and relying on real ingredients for better health. The Home
Apothecary offers fresh ideas for caring for the body on the outside, too. It features a bounty of recipes: more than 75
original, natural, and absolutely chemical-free body care products from face masks to bug repellent to soothing lotions. Cold
Spring Apothecaryâ€™s nationally recognized green-luxury beauty and home goods formulas will be taught in such a way
that readers will soon be experimenting on their own.
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200 Tips, Techniques, and Recipes for Natural Beauty
Freshly blended herbal teas offer more healing power than do pre-packaged tea bags. In Healing Herbal Teas, master
herbalist and author Sarah Farr serves up 101 original recipes that not only offer health advantages but also taste great.
Formulations to benefit each body system and promote well-being include Daily Adrenal Support, Inflammation Reduction,
and Digestive Tonic. Additional recipes that address seasonal needs such as allergy relief or immune support will attune you
to the cycles of nature, while instruction on the art of tea blending will teach you how to develop your own signature
mixtures to give your body exactly what it needs. This book is an enchanting and delectable guide to blending and brewing
power-packed herbal teas at home.

Wortcunning
The Witch’s Herbal Apothecary is a magickal book of recipes, rituals, and materia medica for reconnecting with the power
and healing of Earth Magick. Author Marysia Miernowska is the Director of one of California’s most renowned herbal schools
and named one of the “top 15 witches on Instagram” (@marysia_miernowska) by Huffington Post. Mother Earth is a living
entity that holds great medicine to heal us physically and spiritually. However, in today's modern world, too many of us are
separated from this source of nourishment. With the wheel of the year as a framework, you'll begin to understand the
currents of nature and how to weave yourself back into this great web of life. Using the plants, seasons, and cycles as your
tools, you will be able to tap into the potent Earth Magick of life, death, renewal, and rebirth. In harmony with the seasons,
You will learn how to: Grow medicine Harvest from the wild or home garden Process plants Make remedies Each season
opens a portal of magick that allows you to harvest the literal and spiritual gifts the Earth is offering at that time. The
Witch's Herbal Apothecary will awaken the Witch inherent in every wild soul and guide her into an empowered relationship
of healing and magick with the natural world.

100 Organic Skincare Recipes
Natural techniques to achieve your healthiest, most beautiful 'glow' If you're looking for a natural way to look and feel more
radiant, this essential guide will show you the way. Using holistic wisdom that blends practices from naturopaths, scientists,
and Chinese medicine, and is informed by medical research, Dr. Pina LoGiudice presents the five simple keys to great
beauty and health, explains how to maximize their benefits, offers advice on natural remedies, and gives expert guidance
based on more than a decade of research and clinical experience. You'll discover- - The real secrets behind looking and
feeling young - The best practices for radiant skin and hair - The foods, vitamins, and herbs that help you sleep, look, and
feel your best - Simple daily habits that help overcome stress and shed extra pounds The advice is simple, effective, and
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chemical free. A revolutionary naturopathic plan that enhances beauty, improves health, and reverses the signs of aging,
Dr. Pina's powerful program is the secret to making you glow from the inside out.

Healing Herbal Infusions
Created as a companion to the Herbal Academy's Botanical Skin Care Course, we've captured many of our favorite triedand-tested skincare recipes into one delicious herbal book. Whether you're looking for a rich cream to pamper your face, a
soothing salve for minor first aid, or topical support for a chronic skin condition, we've got something for you here. By the
time you work your way through this recipe collection, you'll have a full cupboard of incredible botanical skincare products
to share with your friends and family--and maybe even your pets and neighbors, too.

A Table for Friends
Cayenne pepper can stop bleeding. Garlic helps alleviate a toothache. Honey soothes a burn. When an emergency situation
arises, simple home remedies can play a vital role in easing symptoms and providing immediate help. Become an effective
first responder with a combination of best first-aid practices, herbs, and standard homeopathic applications. This quickreference handbook spells out hundreds of life-saving techniques, commonsense tips, and time-tested herbal remedies that
everyone should know. From how to perform basic CPR and the Heimlich Maneuver to the best immediate response to
natural disasters, you’ll find the most practical, effective actions to take to ensure survival.

Botanical Skin Care Recipe Book
Renowned Beverly Hills dermatologist Dr. Harold Lancer is the expert on whom Hollywood's top celebrities rely to maintain
their radiant complexions and to reverse the effects of aging. Now, he offers readers his groundbreaking, 3-Step Method to
rejuvenate their skin at home. Based on years of clinical research, Dr. Lancer's regimen stimulates the skin's own
transformative healing power for lasting results. He provides a road map to help readers navigate the mixed messages of
today's dermatological advice, avoid expensive invasive treatments, and see through the empty promises of so many
beauty products. He recommends the most effective skin care products for every budget from drugstores, department
stores, and spas. He suggests surprising lifestyle choices in diet, exercise, and stress management that support beautiful
skin. Whether the reader wants to maintain youthful skin or reverse the aging process, Dr. Lancer's Anti-Aging Method
offers a comprehensive program for ageless, radiant skin.

The Crossing
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Did you know there’s a powerful herbal medicine chest in your kitchen? Imagine being prepared for that next cold, scrape,
headache, digestive issue, stressful day, or sleepless night with simple ingredients from your cupboard. Instead of pills,
reach for: Cinnamon Tea to soothe your throat . . . Garlic Hummus to support your immune system . . . Ginger Lemon Tea
for cold and flu symptoms . . . Cayenne Salve to relieve sore muscles . . . Cardamom Chocolate Mousse Cake for heart
health . . . A glass of Spiced Cold Brew Coffee as a powerful antioxidant . . . Alchemy of Herbs will show you how to
transform common ingredients into foods and remedies that heal. What were once everyday flavorings will become your
personal kitchen apothecary. While using herbs can often seem complicated or costly, this book offers a way to learn that’s
as simple and inexpensive as cooking dinner. With the guidance of herbalist Rosalee de la Forêt, you’ll understand how to
match the properties of each plant to your own unique needs, for a truly personalized approach to health for you and your
family. In addition to offering dozens of inspiring recipes, Rosalee examines the history and modern-day use of 29 popular
herbs, supporting their healing properties with both scientific studies and in-depth research into herbal energetics. Grow
your knowledge of healing herbs and spices, and start using nature’s pharmacy to feed, heal, and nurture your whole
family!

The Backyard Herbal Apothecary
Treat Ailments the Natural Way with Plants and Herbs from Your Yard Your garden or neighborhood could hold all the plants
and herbs you need to treat everything from respiratory issues to nerve pain to colic using natural remedies that are just as
good for your body as they are for the environment. The Backyard Herbal Apothecary is packed to the brim with information
on 50 different plants, recipes for 56 remedies and beautiful photography on every page. Devon Young, founder of the
holistic lifestyle blog Nitty Gritty Life, is a trained herbalist and is well practiced in developing and implementing herbal
remedies. As a result, each of Devon’s recipes is a natural and effective tonic for your health concerns. Use cottonwood to
make a salve for achy joints, heal minor bumps and bruises with the common yard daisy, infuse some nettle to make an
allergy–season combating tincture and so much more, all using safe and locally foraged plants. Poignant, captivating writing
awakens the senses as you learn about the healing quality of each plant and discover how to grow and forage plants and
herbs in a safe and sustainable way.

Green Beauty Recipes
“A stunning look at the natural abundance of the mountain states—with clear guidance on identification, gathering
techniques, and uses.” —Jennifer McGruther, author of The Nourished Kitchen The Mountain States offer a veritable feast for
foragers, and with Briana Wiles as your trusted guide you will learn how to safely find and identify an abundance of
delicious wild plants. The plant profiles in Mountain States Foraging include clear, color photographs, identification tips,
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guidance on how to ethically harvest, and suggestions for eating and preserving. A handy seasonal planner details which
plants are available during every season. Thorough, comprehensive, and safe, this is a must-have for foragers in Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, and northern Nevada.

The Little Book of Healthy Beauty
Handmade Spa is a unique and comprehensive guide to replicating the luxury of the spa experience in your own home
using natural, botanical preparations. Following on from the hugely successful Handmade Beauty, this is the second in the
series of natural health and beauty books by cosmetic experts Juliette Goggin and Abi Righton. The book contains over 40
recipes, focusing on cosmetic treatments for skin, hair and body, as well as the creation of therapeutic spa accessories such
as reed diffusers and wheat packs. The authors encourage you to explore your kitchen, garden and local shops for the
natural products and active ingredients that will grant you the ability to create your very own home spa paradise. All are
accompanied by step-by-step instructions and clear, illustrative photographs, enabling you to bring the entire realm of spa
treatments, as well as the practice of mind and body self-care, into your own home. This unique guide includes some of the
most creative and innovative thinking in botanical and cosmetic science, and reveals the importance of scent and
‘fragrance families’ in soothing, healing or rejuvenating body and mind.

Homemade Living: Home Apothecary with Ashley English
A fun, modern, and irreverent introduction to healing herbs, this field guide to feeling good includes more than 20 plant
profiles. Here is an invitation to the wild world of healing plants growing right outside your door. Highlighting herbs from
catnip and plantain to nettles and rosemary, this book provides the information you need to assemble an herbal arsenal for
combatting any ailment—everything from brewing up a slick lube tea for sexual health to fashioning a simple summer bandaid from backyard “weeds” to crafting an herbal smoking blend to quiet a busy mind. This accessible guide covers
questions like: What is plant medicine? What can I put in my mouth and where do I find it? Can I still go to my doctor?
We’ve got you covered.

The Rebel's Apothecary
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia are abuzz with mosquitoes and rumors of fever. Down near the docks,
many have taken ill, and the fatalities are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl at the Cook Coffeehouse. But
fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of her childhood playmate. New customers have
overrun her family's coffee shop, located far from the mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of fever are all but
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overshadowed by dreams of growing her family's small business into a thriving enterprise. But when the fever begins to
strike closer to home, Mattie's struggle to build a new life must give way to a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

Healing Herbal Teas
The Most Thorough Compilation of Home Cures and Remedies Yet! Years ago, every household practiced natural healing by
using what they had. Plants grow abundantly all over our roadsides, cities, and in your own backyard, and though once
valued and widely used, they've fallen out of fashion over time as people forget the numerous medicinal uses at our
fingertips. This book brings alternative medicine back to the forefront. Researched and written by a practicing medical
herbalist and natural healer, and now with even more herbs and medicinal plants, The Big Book of Backyard Medicine is the
basis for a veritable natural pharmacy that anyone can create. Featuring one hundred specific plants and their associated
remedies, and fully illustrated with hundreds of color photographs, this book offers fascinating insights into the literary,
historic, botanical, and global applications of common wild plants and herbs that can be used in medicines, including: Ash
Chicory Dandelion Forget-me-not Gypsywort Horseradish Mint Red Poppy Thistle Wild carrot Willow And so much more!
Anyone who wants to improve his or her health in a completely natural way will find this book to be an absolute must-have
for his or her home—and garden.

The Herbalist's Healing Kitchen
JJ Pursell, the bestselling author of The Herbal Apothecary, is back with a complete, one-stop resource for herbal remedies
that heal and nurture the whole family. Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary offers safe, trusted natural remedies
written by a board certified naturopathic physician. It starts with master recipes for tinctures, salves, teas, capsules, oils
washes, and more. Once you understand how to make these basic formulations, you can access the more than 375 specific
recipes that address a range of health concerns from the common cold and headaches to insomnia and digestive issues.
Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and beautifully packaged, Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary you be your
guide for a more natural path toward sustained health and wellness.

Alchemy of Herbs
Herbal Remedies Made Simple is a unique guide to natural healing items you can make yourself, with each herbal remedy
showcased in a full-color, split-page design. Natural alternatives to traditional medicines are everywhere, even right outside
your door! Herbal Remedies Made Simple is an easy and fun way to learn about the many different healing herbs that grow
all around us but we seldom see. The best part: once you're familiar with the natural healing herbs around you, Herbal
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Remedies Made Simple provides you with instructions on creating your own DIY herbal remedies at home. This unique guide
book splits its pages in half. The top halves of the pages detail different remedies and recipes for health, personal care, and
home care. The bottom pages provide reference material on the herbs used in the project above; detailing the plant's
healing properties and how best to work with that herb. Some of the healing recipes within: Lavender cleanser Rose water
toner Chamomile facial exfoliant Comfrey joint and bruise salve Nerve tonic tincture Teas for headaches, stress, sleep, and
colds Joint and muscle soak Fully photographed and illustrated, this is the perfect guide for the beginning herbal
practitioner.

The After-Room
Create Memorable Gatherings with Simplicity and Style Welcoming friends and family into your home doesn't have to be
intimidating! These 50 affordable and inspired ideas from bestselling author Melissa Michaels will help you turn any gettogether into a special memory. Simplify tasks and focus on what guests remember most: the atmosphere, feast,
conversation, and special touches. Reduce stress when you embrace your authentic hosting style, easy DIYs, and the
freedom of using what you have. Celebrate people as the centerpiece of any gathering with simple activities that spark
conversation and connection. With more than 300 tips for a variety of gatherings—from a casual outdoor barbeque to a
creative guest-of-honor dessert--you'll feel inspired to open your door with confidence! * * * "Simple Gatherings invites us
all to check hospitality fears and perfectionism at the door. The helpful tips and creative ideas inside will inspire even the
most reluctant hostess to take that first step toward creating space for a simple but memorable experience." Sandy
Coughlin, Reluctant Entertainer (blog)

Handmade Spa
75 Nourishing Recipes That Heal Ailments, Boost Energy and Fortify Your Immune System The secrets to better health can
be found in a surprising place: your kitchen. Trained herbalist Devon Young gives you all the know-how you need to
transform affordable foods and common herbs into meals that improve your overall health. Instead of looking to your
medicine cabinet, banish headaches and congestion with Daikon Radish Kimchi or soothe an upset stomach by munching
on Soothing Ginger Thins. Colds don’t stand a chance against the antiviral and antimicrobial properties of thyme found in
Slow-Cooker French Onion Soup with Thyme. Your skin and cognition get a boost from the asparagus in Lemony PanRoasted Asparagus. Improve your heart health and circulation thanks to the antioxidant-rich berries found in Mixed Summer
Berry Galette. With recipes to bolster every aspect of your health and wellness, this remarkable collection makes it easy for
you to whip up delicious meals that heal your body and put you on the path to better health.
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The Complete Guide to Adaptogens
Ditch synthetic, store-bought health- and body-care products and create your own natural versions instead! This accessible,
carefully curated collection from Ashley English features simple, tried-and-true recipes that she turns to again and again,
from a rosemary and apple-cider vinegar hair rinse for dry scalp to a stress-relieving tincture of fresh lemon balm and roses.
English also includes information on sourcing materials, the benefits of her ingredients, and safety tips.

The Home Apothecary
Herbs are quite literally everywhere; it is only our ability to recognise their value that has been lost. Vicky and Kim explore
the traditional uses of herbs combined with a modern and scientific understanding of a truly holistic approach so that you
can use herbs to treat ailments and improve your general wellbeing. The book contains fascinating information about herbs
and with suggestions of what each herb can be used for. Did you know that daisies infused in oil can be used to reduce
bruises? That roses can help grieving and anxiety? Or that elderflower cordial can bring down a temperature? There is also
an introduction to each of the body's systems (nervous, respiratory etc.) and which herbs are best for treatments. And of
course, the book is peppered with vinegars, balms, oils, tinctures, creams, lotions and syrups to create your own little
herbal health kit. Vicky and Kim also encourage people to reconnect with their local environment in addition to growing
herbs in their gardens or windowsills. An all-encompassing guide for the beginner, The Handmade Apothecary is filled with
guidance, useful tips and tried-and-tested recipes that will inspire people to make their own remedies.

Younger
A step-by-step guidebook that shows you how to make your own skin creams, hair products, and perfume blends using
essential oils and other natural ingredients. Many of today's beauty products contain chemicals and oer additives that most
of us have never heard of--and probably would avoid if we knew how harmful they really were. With 200 Tips, Techniques,
and Recipes for Natural Beauty, you'll learn all that you need to know to make your own safe and healthy beauty products,
with recipes and formulas such as: Lemon Verbena Cleansing Milk Exquisite Bulgarian Rose Hair Powder Peppermint Cocoa
Lip Balm Herbal Rosemary & Mint Shampoo Brilliant Blueberry & Manuka Honey Face Scrub Skin-Soothing Bath Tea
Peppermint and Tea Tree Leave-In Conditioner Create delightful body butters, salves, balms, glosses, scrubs and more
using all-natural, holistic ingredients like herbs, flowers, tea, baking soda, and coconut oil. Discover conditioning carrier oils,
sumptuous butters, and aromatic floral extracts that will nourish you from head to toe. Some of the recipes can also be
used for overall health, including curative herbal extracts and therapeutically effective essential oils. With step-by-step
photographs, clear instructions, and expert tips, each recipe is easy to follow. Give the products you create as gifts or keep
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them for yourself. Regardless, you'll never want to buy beauty products from the drug store again!

The Witch's Herbal Apothecary
“Perfect for anyone just beginning in herbal medicine.” —Mother Earth Living Start your path to natural wellness with the
safe, trusted advice found in The Herbal Apothecary. With the guidance of naturopath JJ Pursell, you will learn how to safely
create your own remedies using plants you know and love. Incorporating traditional wisdom and scientific information, The
Herbal Apothecary provides an accessible and comprehensive introduction to plant-based medicine. It features profiles of
the 100 of the most important medicinal plants that include information on medicinal uses, identification and cultivation,
and recipes for common concerns. Additional information includes step-by-step instructions for making herbal teas,
tinctures, compresses, salves, and more. This comprehensive guide includes treatments for men, women, and children that
address a variety of concerns including muscle strain, the flu, the common cold, insomnia, anxiety, and much more.

The Home Apothecary
'This is a beautiful cookbook, full of joyous, life-enriching recipes. I love it.' Nigel Slater A Table for Friends celebrates the joy
of eating with friends and family, with over 100 simple and wonderfully inviting recipes that allow you to relax with your
loved ones whilst the cooking takes care of itself. Drawing on years of cooking for more people than it ever seemed possible
to squeeze into her kitchen, Sunday Times columnist and cookery author Skye McAlpine shares the secrets to her stylish
and relaxed way of hosting, setting you up for success whether you're cooking for two or twenty. A Table for Friends has
recipes for every occasion, from last-minute weeknight dinners to large celebratory gatherings. Skye's recipes fall into four
chapters, Stars, Sides, Sweets and Extras, which allow you to intuitively plan a simple and impressive menu, and, because
juggling oven space is one of the biggest challenges when cooking for a crowd, each chapter is ingeniously organised into
Throw Together, On The Hob and In The Oven so your menu works best for your mood, your kitchen and your time.
Alongside these beautiful, deliciously do-able recipes comes Skye's practical, fuss-free guidance for hosting a stress-free
gathering, from what to cook in advance to how to lay the table beautifully, allowing you to step out of the kitchen and
relax with your guests. For a super-easy roast why not try her Honey-roast poussins, Butter-&-sage roast pumpkin, Saffron
fennel, A really good chicory salad with creamy mustard dressing and Winter fruit & mascarpone tart? Or for a wonderfully
soothing pasta supper, Tagliatelle with gorgonzola, pear & walnut and Chocolate chestnut meringue cake is sure to be a
crowd-pleaser. This is a cookbook to cook from: a helpful, approachable, down-to-earth kitchen companion that will give you
the confidence to gather friends around your table and the inspiration to do so more often.

Plant Magic
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Perfect for the anti-aviary (or bird fanatic with a sense of humor), this snarky illustrated handbook is equal parts profane,
funny, and—let's face it—true. Featuring 50 common North American birds, such as the White-Breasted Butt Nugget and
the Goddamned Canada Goose (or White-Breasted Nuthatch and Canada Goose for the layperson), Kracht identifies all the
idiots in your backyard and details exactly why they suck with humorous, yet angry, ink drawings. Each entry is
accompanied by facts about a bird's (annoying) call, its (dumb) migratory pattern, its (downright tacky) markings, and
more. With migratory maps and tips for birding, plus musings on the avian population and the ethics of birdwatching, this is
the essential guide to all things wings. No need to wonder what all that racket is anymore!

The Big Book of Backyard Medicine
It’s 1955, and Benjamin Burrows and Janie Scott are trying to live a safe, normal life in America. It’s not easy, when they
have the power to prevent nuclear disaster, and sinister forces are circling. Soon the advice of a mysterious, unscrupulous
magician propels Janie and Benjamin into danger, and toward the land of the dead. Meanwhile, their friend Jin Lo washes up
on a remote island where an American spy is stationed, and finds herself on the trail of a deadly threat in China. But she’s
on the other side of the world—how can Janie and Benjamin reach her? The triumphant finale in the trilogy that began with
Maile Meloy’s bestselling, critically acclaimed The Apothecary, and continued in its captivating sequel, The Apprentices, The
After-Room is full of enchantment and heart, with Ian Schoenherr’s stunning illustrations throughout. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Herbal Apothecary
The Home Apothecary: Home Crafted Recipes Using Herbs & Essential Oils is a beautiful, full-color book that has over 80
recipes using herbs and essential oils. If you would love to start crafting some of your own herbal recipes for your home,
beauty, first aid, and even cooking, then this book is for you!

Fever 1793
Two books in one, this pocket-sized guide features an intriguing "double-fronted" format. The first side provides medicinal
herbal information and recipes. The second side contains traditional magical uses for the same plants presented in the first.
Wortcunning's effective and authentic knowledge comes from a small coven of Suffolk witches and Nigel G. Pearson's own
work as an herbalist.

The Apprentices
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All-natural beauty product recipes for healthy, glowing skin and a happier you! Stimulate your senses with Lemon Poppy
Seed Scrub. Rejuvenate your skin with a Glowing Goddess Face and Body Mask. Wash away your worries with a Fizzy Mojito
Foot Spa. Filled with all-natural ingredients like shea butter, essential oils, and brown sugar, each recipe in 100 Organic
Skincare Recipes gives you the opportunity to mix up your own beauty products--without any of the hazardous chemicals
you'd find in store-bought brands. Whether you have sensitive skin or just want to switch to a natural beauty routine, these
step-by-step instructions will teach you how to use oils, herbs, and other easy-to-find ingredients to make amazingly
effective organic skincare recipes. You will enjoy creating your own one-of-a-kind home spa products, such as Invigorating
Ginger Citrus Body Wash, Carrot-Coconut NutraMoist Mask, and Chocolate Lip Scrub. With the beautiful, soothing products
in 100 Organic Skincare Recipes, you'll always be just a few moments away from the luxury of your very own home spa
experience, and an easy escape into tranquility, relaxation, and indulgence.

Garden Alchemy
It's 1952 and the Scott family has just moved from Los Angeles to London. Here, fourteen-year-old Janie meets a mysterious
apothecary and his son, Benjamin Burrows - a fascinating boy who's not afraid to stand up to authority and dreams of
becoming a spy. When Benjamin's father is kidnapped, Janie and Benjamin must uncover the secrets of the apothecary's
sacred book, the Pharmacopoeia, in order to find him, all while keeping it out of the hands of their enemies - Russian spies
in possession of nuclear weapons. Discovering and testing potions they never believed could exist, Janie and Benjamin
embark on a dangerous race to save the apothecary and prevent impending disaster. Together with Ian Schoenherr's
breathtaking illustrations, this is a truly stunning package from cover to cover.

Herbs for Common Ailments
In the tradition of the bestselling Alchemy of Herbs, The Complete Guide to Adaptogens details the benefits of twenty-four
adaptogenic herbs, and includes more than seventy-five recipes that target specific wellness categories such as sleep,
mental focus, beauty—and more! Adaptogens are a unique class of herbs that greatly improve your body's reaction to
emotional and physical stress, while also increasing your energy, stamina, endurance, and mental clarity. Recent studies
support what practitioners of Indian Ayurveda and traditional Chinese medicine have known for centuries—these herbs such
as Rhodiola, ginseng, licorice, and more, have many heath and wellness benefits and are safe for long-term use. Whether
you're interested in honing your mental abilities to a razor-sharp level, want to boost your athleticism, or are looking for
ways to elevate your healthy lifestyle, adaptogens have so much to offer for everyday well-being. In The Complete Guide to
Adaptagens, you'll learn about the numerous benefits of twenty-four popular adaptogenic herbs, including Rhodiola,
Ashwagandha, Maca, He Shou Wu, and Holy Basil. You'll also find more than seventy-five easy recipes for potions and
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remedies to improve sleep, mood, mental focus, immune function, stamina, as well as general wellness and beauty. These
all-natural, safe remedies fight the effects of chronic stress, while restoring your body’s balance, health, and vitality.
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